Marathi Bhasha Din Celebration 2018
Introduction:
Sasmira’s Institute of Management Studies & Research celebrated 27th February 2018,
Tuesday as a Marathi Bhasha Diwas, on the occasion of the birth anniversary of noted
Marathi litterateur V.V Shirwadkar alias ‘Kusumagraj.
Kusumagraj, born on 27 February 1912, was an eminent Marathi poet, playwright, novelist,
short story writer and humanist. In his writings, he wrote about freedom, justice and
emancipation of the deprived.
The government started celebrating the birth anniversary of Kusumagraj as Marathi
Rajbhasha Gaurav Din after the Jnanpeeth awardees demise in 1999.

Objective of the Event
1. Language is the root map of our culture and we have to make an efforts to preserve our
root languages, thus to eradicate the language barrier this day is celebrated.
2. To take pride in the language of the state and not be weary of marking the day.
3. A circular uploaded on the university’s website has made it mandatory to celebrate the
day, a compliance report for which will also be expected post the events.
4. The University Grants Commission (UGC) has directed all universities and colleges
under it to celebrate February 27 as ‘Matrubhasha Divas’.

List of speakers/Guest of Honour:
Dr Amit Oak Director of Sasmira’s Institute of Management studies and Research
Students, Faculty Members, nonteaching staff were present for the event.

Proceedings of the Event:
Miss. Shruti Bhaskar student MMS II Sem, opened the session by narrating the importance
of this day and also broaden some points about Jnanpeeth award winner V.V. Shirwadkar
alias ‘Kusumagraj’ and his contribution towards the prosperity of Marathi literature.
The programme continued by discussing 5 small motivational stories and by the recital of
the poem written by Mr. Satish Dahatonde and Mr. Rajesh Deshmane student MMS II Sem.
The intention here is to give a platform to students to showcase their writing skills.

Dr Amit Oak Director of Sasmira’s Institute of Management studies and Research also
addressed the crowd with the strong message that don’t feel ashamed speaking in your
mother tongue, our contribution to preserve the language is not working in a good spirit.
He also narrated that how this language will be important for clearing the pronunciation of
the difficult words by few examples. Sir also recited the poem written by Mr Suresh Bhatt.
At last the video was played explaining the history of Maharashtra and pictured
personalities who contributed for making Maharashtra pride.

Learning Outcome for Faculty/Students:
1. The recent celebrations in Maharashtra have seen significant due to active government
involvement.
2. Such programme underlines the strength of languages and its impact on the life of the
individual
3. It not only makes students aware of the history of the language, but also enlightens
them about the literary works available in the language.
4. It proved the fact that Science and Literature go hand in hand.
5. It encourages students to learn the state language as well read and understand literary
works and communicate in it.

Conclusion:
Prof. Nisha Tatkar proposed the vote of thanks and requested that if we have to save
Marathi language from all this hindrance we have to preserve our root language and
suggested everyone not to feel ashamed off to speak in your mother tongue. Ma’am also
narrated example of few words which are fitted in English in everyone’s memory whereas
no efforts are been made to understand marathi synonyms for the same.

The Glimpse of the same attached herewith;
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